
QP Series
6m to 9m span

QG Series
6m to 8m span

QC Series
6m to 13m span

A Series
10m to 19m span

H Series 6m to 22m span

F Series 21m to 40m span

T Series LP 18m to 75m span

T Series 12m to 95m span

Internal corrosion coating

Uniform layer  
of hot-dip coated zinc

Internal chromium coating

Transparent organic coating

We use components of tubular and 
round sections made of high grade 
steel with the ViperSteel system.
Cold rolling technology provides high 
resistance parameters, while Gatorshield 
multi-layer corrosion protection 
guarantees unique durability compared 
to conventional solutions.
A patented double weave of strips 
provides a unique resistance to weight 
ratio.
Enriched external coating increases 
strength and resistance to ageing and 
improves the aesthetic effect.
Application of a light bottom coating 
makes the interior look cleaner and 
brighter.
Transparent bands maximise the access 
of natural light to the building interior.

DuraWeave II membrane covering  
is made of fire-resistant polyethylene 
fibre of high density and with double-
weaved netting. The solution is 
characterised by a unique resistance 
to cutting, tearing, point pressure, 
and friction that may occur in daily 
operations.
Moreover, the DuraWeave II 
membrane is coated with a layer 
that protects it against the negative 
impact of UV radiation.

STEEL STRUCTURE MEMBRANE QUALITY

SUMMIT POLSKA - SYSTEMY HALOWE SP. Z O.O.
81-717 SOPOT, UL. HAFFNERA 31/1
TEL./FAX +48 58 71 75 199
SUMMITPOLSKA@SUMMITPOLSKA.PL
WWW.SUMMITPOLSKA.PL

AQAP
ISO 9001
ISO 14001

WIDE RANGE OF BUILDING PROFILES

We offer a broad range of standard building profiles   
and spans from 3m to 100m. 

The load-bearing structure of a building is made  
of a framework on articulated supports, made  
of steel pipe sections with the ViperSteel system. 

The frame spans of our typical structures take account of loads 
that are characteristic for a determined wind and snow zone.

Our objective is to provide buildings 
with maximum durability and life 
which exceed this of conventional 
structures.
The brightness of our building 
and ease of erection as well as low 
maintenance costs and simplicity of 
foundation are a guarantee of the 
lowest costs.
Owing to our long experience we can 
offer products of outstanding quality. 
With the required certificates and 
efficient logistics, we can fulfil any 
order in next to no time.

WWW.SUMMITPOLSKA.PL

SUMMIT POLSKA

WAREHOUSE STRUCTURES



Take a step towards  
state-of-the-art technologies 
and discover warehouse 
structures by Summit Polska

WWW.SUMMITPOLSKA.PL

SUMMIT POLSKA

WAREHOUSE STRUCTURES

•	 SPACE	-	Owing	to	their	flexible	design	and	the	resistance	 
 of materials, Summit Polska buildings can cover any area. 

•	 RESISTANCE	AND	LONG	LIFE	-	The	modern	steel	and		 	
 coating production technology applied in our structures  
 make buildings highly resistant to climatic conditions. 

•	 BRIGHT	INTERIORS	AND	LOW	MAINTENANCE	COSTS			
 The naturally bright interiors of the buildings provide   
    safe and friendly working environment and allow     
 energy consumption costs to be reduced. 

•	 FAST	ERECTION	-	Depending	on	the	scope	of	a	design,		
 the erection time of a Summit Polska building is much  
 shorter than the time necessary for the construction  
 of a traditional building.

Why choose warehouse halls by Summit Polska?

WAREHOUSE STRUCTURES 

Buildings constructed by Summit Polska are made  
of high quality materials. Their interior is exceptionally 
bright; therefore they are ideal for storing all types  
of goods.

SUMMIT POLSKA - Systemy Halowe Sp. z o.o.,  
based in Sopot, Poland, is an authorised and 
exclusive distributor for leading Canadian and 
American manufacturers of modern buildings  
of steel structures covered with plastic membrane.

Our structures offer functional, long-lasting and 
economic facilities for various applications, from sport 
and entertainment halls, through industrial, such as 
production plants, warehouses, workshops, agricultural 
buildings, military applications, sea ports , airports and 
aviation facilities. 

T-SERIES BUILDING DIMENSIONS: 46m x 35m

LOCATION: ILLINOIS, USA
Building owner’s opinion: 
The open space inside the hall is ideal for the machines 
operating inside. This is the first building of this type  
I have bought for our needs, but certainly not the last one. 
George Lambs

T-SERIES BUILDING DIMENSIONS: 53m x 104m

LOCATION: NEW BRUNSWICK, CANADA
Building owner’s opinion: 
The building has proven excellent as a salt warehouse, 
because it keeps moisture away from our products. Mo-
reover, the coating is resistant to acid-formation and to 
the extremely unfavourable environment that is created 
by salt storage. A great advantage is how fast the building 
was erected. Rob Buchanan

H-SERIES BUILDING DIMENSIONS: 13m x 35m 
LOCATION: ILLINOIS, USA
Building owner’s opinion: 
Since we decided to buy a building built with this  
technology, we have not needed any artificial lighting  
during the day. The white coating lets enough light  
inside, even on cloudy days.   
Ron Johnson

H-SERIES BUILDING DIMENSIONS: 22m x 34m

LOCATION: BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA

OUR BUILDING IN DAYTIME 
WITH ARTIFICIAL LIGHTS OFF.

TRADITIONAL BUILDING  
IN DAYTIME WITH ARTIFICIAL 
LIGHTS ON.


